Song lyrics with the word hope in it
In these times hope appears to be on a pause. Well, there is always that
optimism that gets many through these hard days.
Frank Sinatra did a song called “High Hopes”. It was from a movie called
“A Hole in the Head” and won the award for best song that year, 1959. A
bright song about the experience of hope, “pie in the sky” hopes. I hope
that all problems are “just a toy balloon that will be burst soon”, as the
songs goes.
As I talk with my clients one fact is true. I will keep my feet on the
ground and bring a touch of hope to our phone visit. We all want the bad
to dissipate, dissolve and scatter so that we can get on with it, whatever
“it” is.
Of course, I do not sing worth a lick. What I do know about carrying a
tune, is that I leave good tunes to Frank and the boys and girls who
do…this is how it should be.
In my opinion, everybody should “hire” a person who knows what to do in
the shower with a song, so to speak. This same principle applies to
financial planning. Hire a “trusted advisor”. The key word is trusted. This
your librettist, or writer of the plan that is on your lips and in your mind,
but you just can’t get it down on paper.
Following a tried and true, step by seven step process, the plan gets
written and sung by you. Yes, even in your shower.
The first step is deciding to start the plan, plain and simple. The last
step is realizing that the “problems are just a toy balloon, they will be
burst soon, they are just bound to go pop, … oops there goes another
problem, kerplop, kerplop, kerplop.” This is what the songs says, and the
high hopes have to do with your planning becoming feet on the ground
reality in the midst of COVID-19.
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